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Abstract.  We consider the problem of designing facility networks for producing and 

distributing goods under restricted customer order lead times. Companies apply various 

instruments for fulfilling orders within preset lead times, like locating facilities close to 

markets, producing products to stock, choosing fast modes of transportation, or delivering 

products directly from plants to customers without the use of distribution centers. We 

provide two alternative mathematical models that consider these options when designing 

a multi-layer multi-product facility network under restricted order lead times. A 

computational study compares the solvability of both models and investigates the impact 

of lead time restrictions on network structure and cost. From these results, it is identified 

how the different instruments can be combined for meeting lead times requirements within 

production and distribution networks. 
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1 Introduction

Today’s competitive markets force companies to spend considerable efforts and resources on designing efficient

production and distribution networks. In such multi-layer networks, suppliers, manufacturers, retailers and carriers

collaborate in order to transform raw materials into intermediate and final products which are then distributed to

customers. Such networks often spread out globally in order to access raw material sources in countries where

labor costs are low and then, through intermodal transport, supply customer markets. Overall, a company gains

an important competitive edge if it is able to design and then use a supply network that satisfies the needs of its

customers by providing high quality products at low prices and in short order lead times.

The design and configuration of a production and distribution network is a complex problem, which is com-

prised of both strategic and tactical decisions. Such decisions may include: the selection of suppliers, the opening

of plants and distribution centers, the allocation of products and production processes to the plants, the selection

of transportation modes, the allocation of customers to distribution centers, and the determination of commodity

flows within the network. Such decisions are usually taken while considering the objective of minimizing the costs

of both designing and using the network. However, focusing solely on cost minimization may cause an unaccept-

able deterioration in service quality. The introduction of service level constraints in the context of network design

has therefore become the strategy of choice whenever service quality requirements for customers are paramount.

Traditionally, service quality constraints relate to demand volume. In the context of deterministic models, it is

typically required that the complete demand of customers in a given period be fulfilled, see for example Cordeau

et al (2006). As for stochastic models, in the case of random customer demands, aβ -service level is typically used

(valueβ defining here the minimum portion of a customer’s demand that is fulfilled in a given period), see for

example Lin et al (2006).

When considering service quality measures to be applied in the context of network design, the order lead time

offered to customers is a much less investigated approach. The lead time for an order is typically defined as the time

span separating the moment when the order is accepted and the moment when it is fulfilled. If customers are willing

to wait for a certain amount of time until a product is delivered, network design and operations must be aligned

carefully in such a way that the execution of production and logistics operations does not exceed this tolerance,

Holweg (2005). When trying to meet the lead time expectations for their customers, companies employ various

strategies. Such strategies may include the use of both raw material suppliers and producing plants that are closer to

customer markets. By doing so, a company reduces the transportation distances traveled by orders which, in turn,

may translate into significant reductions in transportation times. By decoupling the upstream parts of its network

that produce in a make-to-stock (MTS) fashion from downstream parts that produce in a make-to-order (MTO)

fashion, a company can also reduce the overall delivery times to its customers. In such a case, the processing times
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of upstream operations no longer affect the order lead times. Another possible strategy to shorten delivery times

is to bypass distribution centers altogether through direct deliveries from plants to customers. Finally, if different

modes of transportation are available for shipping goods, a company can select the mode that balances cost and

transportation time to the desired level.

In this paper, we propose to use instruments for controlling lead times in the design of combined production

and distribution networks. We consider multi-stage facility networks, complex product structures, and multiple

modes of transportation. Two optimization models are proposed for the design of networks that guarantee a fulfill-

ment of customer orders within a prescribed maximum time span. The first model is based on an extension of the

one provided by Cordeau et al (2006), where we incorporate lead time drivers and lead time restrictions together

with complex multi-stage production processes. We provide a second model defined on an alternative problem

formulation, which is based on a time-space network. This second model is shown to be significantly more effi-

cient when considering the computational effort needed to solve it. In both cases, valid inequalities are provided

to strengthen the formulations obtained. Optimal network designs are produced using ILOG Cplex and a thorough

computational study is conducted to explore the impact of lead time restrictions on the network structures obtained.

2 Literature

The design and configuration of supply networks has been approached in different ways, e.g., from the perspective

of facility location, supplier selection, production and distribution management, information management, tech-

nology management, see the reviews provided by Erengüç et al (1999), Kreipl and Pinedo (2004), and Daskin et al

(2005). Various case studies illustrate the application of the proposed approaches within diverse industries like the

chemical industry (You and Grossmann, 2008) and computer manufacturing (Graves and Willems, 2005).

In the case of facility location in network design, the current state of research is surveyed by Klose and Drexl

(2005), ReVelle et al (2008), and Melo et al (2009). Beginning with seminal studies such as Balinski (1961) and

Geoffrion and Graves (1974), a continuous trend has been observed in the literature towards enriching network

design models. Such enrichments have usually entailed the compounding of different decisions that have to be

made in such planning contexts in order to develop more integrated models. Production related decisions concern-

ing the capacity of opened facilities, the technologies applied there, and the quantities to produce are explicitly

considered in Verter and Dasci (2002), and Melo et al (2006). In Minner (2003), inventory management is in-

corporated in the case where customer demands are stochastic. Moreover, when designing networks for globally

acting companies, extending the models to include such concepts as duties and exchange rates becomes critical,

see, e.g., Goetschalckx et al (2002) and Meixell and Gargeya (2005). When considering the objectives used in

network design problems, the recent survey of Melo et al (2009) shows that most studies investigate models that
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pursue cost objectives such as the minimization of the fixed costsfor opening facilities and the variable costs for

the production and transportation of goods, see, for example, Cordeau et al (2006).

Lead times are an issue that is either ignored in most studies on network design, or lead times define unchange-

able problem parameters that are not affected by the decisions made. When lead times are given in the planning

context, they are either used to model the time lags of material flows in multi-period models (see Robinson and

Bookbinder, 2007) or for determining the parameters of an inventory policy (as in Sabri and Beamon, 2000, and

Sourirajan et al, 2007). Only a very limited number of studies explicitly consider the impact of the decisions made

in network design on the achieved customer order lead times. The early approach of Arntzen et al (1995) consid-

ers minimizing the total time needed by all production and transportation processes that take place anywhere in

a network when deciding on facility locations. However, minimizing the total time components does not neces-

sarily lead to acceptable order lead times for all customers. Recent models tend to measure customer order lead

times individually and then bound the values using constraints. Graves and Willems (2005) propose to configure a

given network of production stages for a single product by solving a selection problem where, through the choice

of suppliers, parts, processes, and transportation modes, the order lead times of customers are fixed. In Cheong

et al (2005), distribution networks are designed where the lead time of orders is defined through the selection of

servicing the demand either using a central warehouse, or, through local warehouses. In the considered model,

the achieved lead times, in turn, impact the customer demands. Hence, minimizing lost sales caused by long lead

times is one of the objectives considered. Paquet et al (2006) design a network of production plants by determining

facility locations, process allocations, and the positioning of decoupling points. A decoupling point separates a

supply network into an upstream part, which operates in an MTS fashion, and a downstream part, which operates in

an MTO fashion. In this way, a better tradeoff can be achieved between keeping the inventory holding costs under

control and increasing the responsiveness of the network to customer demands. Kohler (2008) investigates the de-

sign of global supply chains that also involves local-content requirements, duty constraints, transportation modes,

and maximum order lead times. In this case, the networks obtained are completely order driven, i.e., reducing lead

times by making goods to stock is not a considered option. You and Grossmann (2008) measure the lead time

needed throughout the production stages of a network to replenish local retailers. This lead time is then multiplied

by the stock-out probability associated with retailers to determine the expected order lead time of customers. Also

in this study, decoupling of MTS and MTO production operations for controlling lead times is not considered.

3 Characterization of the Production-Distribution System

We consider the problem of designing a facility network that produces and distributes multiple types of products

for customers with known demand under restricted order lead times. An overview of the parameters that define the
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considered problem is provided in Table 1. The following assumptions are made in this study:

• The total customer demands for final products are deterministic and given. Customers order the final prod-

ucts in separate orders of identical size (i.e.,q product units per order).

• Production processing times and transportation times are deterministic and given. The effects of congestion,

which may influence the production processing times at the facilities, are not considered.

• Facilities are either restricted to produce a commodity exclusively under MTS or MTO fashions, or they are

allowed to use both production fashions. Companies that adopt the second policy gain more flexibility. We

therefore develop models for both policies.

• Inventory levels are derived at a tactical planning level according to the flows of commodities that result

from the network design. The determination of inventory levels is therefore excluded from the strategic

network design problem investigated here. We assume that estimated cost rates are given for MTO and MTS

production, which appropriately reflect the cost effects of both strategies.

In the following, we describe the general network structure that is considered for the problem as well as the

formulation used to define the order lead times in this paper.

3.1 Products, Facilities, and Transportation

The production system considered is capable of producing different types of final products by transforming raw

materials and intermediate products according to specified processes. We denote byR, I, andF the sets of raw

materials, intermediate products, and final products, respectively. For convenience, we defineK = R∪ I ∪F as

the set of all commodities considered in the problem. Deterministic production coefficientsak,k′ describe the

amount of commodityk ∈ K used for producing one unit of commodityk′ ∈ K. The composition of the final

products is described through a multi-product bill of material (MPBOM), which is represented by a directed graph

as illustrated in the example in Fig. 1a. It should be noted that the network design problem considered here allows

the use of arbitrary acyclic MPBOMs. LetIk andFk denote respectively the sets of intermediate products and

final products that directly require commodityk ∈ K. In Fig. 1a, we observeIR1 = {I1, I2} andFR1 = {F1}. To

indicate the different roles that a commodity can take within the production process, we make use of a tree graph

representation of the MPBOM as shown in Fig. 1b. In this graph, the label attached to a vertex defines the amount

of the commodity that is required within the corresponding branch of the tree to produce one unit of the final

product. For instance, to make one unit of F2, two units of I2 are required, which requires six units of I1, creating

a material demand of 30 units of R1 at the lowest production stage.
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Table 1: Parameters of the network design problem.

Commodities:
R Set of raw materials
I Setof intermediate products,Ik ⊆ I denotes the set of intermediate products that directly require commod-

ity k

F Set of finished products,Fk ⊆ F denotes the set of finished products that directly require commodityk
K Set of commodities,K = R∪ I∪F

ak,k′ Amount of commodityk contained in one unit of commodityk′

Facilities and customers:
S Set of suppliers,Sr ⊆ S denotes the set of potential suppliers providing raw materialr
P Set of plant locations,Pk ⊆ P denotes the set of potential plants for making commodityk

W Set of warehouse locations,W f ⊆W denotes the set of potential warehouses for distributing productf
C Set of customers,C f ⊆C denotes the set of customers requesting final productf

O Set of origins,O = S∪P∪W , Ok denotes the set of potential origins of commodityk
D Set of destinations,D = P∪W ∪C, Dk denotes the set of potential destinations for commodityk

Ko Set of commodities that can be produced or offered at origino

q Default size of orders placed by customers

d f
c Demand of customerc regarding productf

Capacities:
uo Overall production capacity of origino in equivalent units
uk Amount of production capacity required by one unit of commodityk

qk
o Upper limit on the amount of commodityk to be produced at origino

qk
od Upper limit on the amount of commodityk shipped fromo to d

gm
od Capacity of transportation modem ∈ Mod between origino and destinationd

gkm Amount of capacity required by one unit of commodityk in modem

Transportation and lead times:
Mod Set of transportation modes between origino and destinationd
ttm

od Transportation time needed for a shipment fromo to d on transportation modem ∈ Mod

ptkq
o Processing time needed to produceq units of commodityk at origino

Qk Set of material demand quantities of commodityk that are of relevance for the determination of lead times

τ f
c Maximum lead time promised to customerc for fulfilling an order of size ofq units of productf

Cost rates:
cfix

o Fixed cost for opening origino
cfix

ok Fixed cost for producing or offering commodityk at origino
cfix

kod Fixed cost for shipping commodityk from o to d

cfix
mod Fixed cost for using transportation modem betweeno to d

cMTO
ok MTO unit production cost of commodityk at origino

cMTS
ok MTS unit production and inventory holding cost ofk at o

ckmod Unit cost for shippingk from o to d on transportation modem

M a large positive value

Three sets of facilities are defined, namely suppliersS, plants P, and warehousesW . Suppliers provide raw

materials that are transformed at the plants into intermediate and final products. The final products are then shipped

to customers, represented by setC, either via a warehouse or via a direct delivery from a plant to a customer.
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Production coefficient aR2,I2=6

Material demand

Figure 1: Graph representation of a multi-product bill of material.

Figure 2a illustrates an example based on a network which includes three suppliers, two plants, two warehouses,

and five customers. Since not every facility is able to produce every commodity, letKs, Kp, and Kw denote

respectively the set of those materials that are offered by suppliers ∈ S, the commodities producible at plant

p ∈ P, and the final products that can be handled at warehousew ∈ W . These sets are shown in Fig. 2a as labels

attached to the different facility vertices. Accordingly, we defineSr = {s ∈ S | r ∈ Ks}, Pk = {p ∈ P | k ∈ Kp}, and

W f = {w ∈ W | f ∈ Kw} as the subset of suppliers, plants, and warehouses that can provide raw materialr ∈ R,

commodityk ∈ K, and final productf ∈ F , respectively. Moreover, for notational convenience, letO = S∪P∪W

denote the set of all potential origins of commodity flows in the network and letOk = {o ∈ O | k ∈ Ko} denote the

potential origins of commodityk∈K. Correspondingly, letD=P∪W ∪C denote the set of potential destinations of

commodity flows and letDk ⊂D denote the subset of potential destinations for commodityk∈K. For raw materials

and intermediate products (i.e.,k ∈ R∪ I), let Dk = {p ∈ P | (Ik ∪Fk)∩Kp 6= /0} define the set of those plants that

can produce intermediate or final products that requirek. For final productsf ∈ F, letC f = {c ∈C | d f
c > 0} be the

set of those customersc∈C that show a non-zero demandd f
c for productf . Therefore, forf ∈ F, letD f =W f ∪C f

denote the set of warehouses distributing productf and customers demanding it.

We consider the following capacity restrictions at facilities. The overall production capacity available at origin

o ∈ O is denoted byuo and valueuk is defined as the capacity requirement for producing one unit of commodity

k ∈ K. Moreover, the producible amount of a commodityk at an origino is bounded to a commodity-specific upper

limit defined as valueqk
o. With regards to transportation activities, an upper limit on the amount ofk to be shipped

from the origino to the destinationd ∈ D is given byqk
od .

The commodity flow within the network takes place on transport relations that link facilities with each other

and to the customers. We consider relations connecting suppliers to plants, plants to warehouses, and warehouses

to customers. Furthermore, we allow transport relations between two plants for the exchange of intermediate
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Commodity

Transportation time

Figure 2: Supply network structure.

products, relations cyclically connecting a plant to itself for the supply of self-made intermediate products, and

relations connecting a plant to a customer for direct deliveries of products, see the example of arc (P1,C1) in

Fig. 2a. Figure 2b highlights a potential network structure that could be used for the production and distribution

of product F2 defined in Fig. 1b. For every transport relation between an origino ∈ O and a destinationd ∈ D,

a setMod of transportations modes are available. Modesm ∈ Mod differ in terms of transportation timestm
od,

fixed costscfix
mod (incurred for using modem), variable costckm

od (incurred for transporting one unit ofk usingm),

and transportation capacitiesgm
od. Finally, gkm defines the amount of capacity required for shipping one unit of

commodityk using modem.

3.2 Determination of Lead Times

For the determination of order lead times, we assume in this study that all customer orders are of identical size of

q product units. For instance, forq = 1, all customers follow a one-by-one replenishment strategy for satisfying

their demand. An order for a final productf ∈ F placed by customerc ∈ C must be fulfilled within a maximum

order lead time ofτ f
c time units. In the present paper, it is considered that the lead time of an order is determined

through the production processing times at the facilities that perform the operations involved in producing product

f and through the transportation time of the used transportation modes. The effects that congestion at the facilities

and consolidation of multiple orders within shipments may have on lead times are not explicitly considered in the

present study. We denote bypkq
o the known and deterministic processing time needed for producingq units of

commodityk at origino and bytm
od the transportation time for sending a shipment from origino to destinationd

using transportation modem. Therefore, the outbound lead time of a production step is determined as the sum of

the maximum replenishment time over all ingoing commodities plus the step’s processing time. The replenishment
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Figure 3: Calculation of lead times.

time(or inbound lead time) for a commodity at a facility is determined as the outbound lead time of the supplying

facility that provides the requested commodity plus the transportation time for delivering it to the receiving facility.

Figure 3a illustrates the computation of the lead times for the following example:q = 1 units of product F2

produced using the designed network highlighted in Fig. 2b. The figure reproduces the tree structure of F2, where

the label attached at the bottom of a vertex now represents the production processing time at the selected facility

and the arc weights represent transportation times between the selected facilities. For reasons of simplicity, we

assume for this example that the processing time for producingq units ofk at facility o equals the amount ofk to

produce, i.e we setpkq
o = q time units. The outbound lead times of the production steps are computed within the

labels attached at the top of the vertices. The lead time for producingq units of the final product then corresponds

to the longest path in terms of total production and transportation time found in this graph. This path is depicted in

bold in Fig. 3a, indicating that one unit of F2 can be provided at plant P1 within 47 time units under the network

design of Fig. 2b. The order lead time of a customer can then be obtained by adding the delivery time. In the

case of a direct delivery, the transportation time for shipping the order from the plant to the customer is added. If

an order is fulfilled via a warehouse, the delivery time is obtained by summing the time needed for shipping the

product to the warehouse, the time needed to process the order at the warehouse, and finally the transportation time

between the warehouse and the customer. In both cases, the resulting order lead time is not allowed to exceed the

maximum lead time (i.e., valueτ f
c ).

The previous example shows how the production coefficients of the MPBOM impact the order lead time

through the induced material demands at the different stages of the production process. In turn, it is required

to determine the lead time for every demand quantity appearing for a commodity in the tree graph. As illustrated

in Fig. 3a, lead times have to be calculated for 4 and 6 units of intermediate product I1. If we additionally consider

product F1 of Fig. 1b, then the lead time for 3 units of I1 is of relevance for the network design too. Therefore,
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Table 2: Decision variables in the network design problem.

Variable Description

X km
od Amount of commodityk shipped fromo to d on transportation modem

AMTO
ok Amount of commodityk produced or offered at origino under MTO

AMTS
ok Amount of commodityk produced or offered at origino under MTS

T kq
o Lead time for providingq ∈ Qk units of commodityk at origino

T f
c Lead time for fulfilling an order of final productf for customerc ∈C f

Uo = 1 if origin o is selected
V k

o = 1 if commodityk is assigned to origino, i.e. o produces or distributesk
Y k

od = 1 if origin o provides commodityk to destinationd
Zm

od = 1 if transportation modem is opened betweeno andd
Zkm

od = 1 if commodityk is shipped fromo to d on transportation modem
Bk

o = 1 if origin o produces commodityk under MTO, i.e.AMTO
ok > 0

for determining the relevant lead times in the network design model of the next section, we introduceQk as the set

of thosematerial demand quantities of commodityk that appear in the MPBOM of a problem. For example, the

MPBOM of Fig. 1b yieldsQI1 = {3,4,6} andQR1= {2,4,15,20,30}. Forq > 1, the same process is used for cal-

culating lead times, where material demands at the production stages are simply adapted to the specified order size.

One further point that affects lead times in a supply network is the use of MTS or MTO production fashions.

MTS is used to reduce lead times by producing to stock such that commodities are immediately available when

required. Deciding on the decoupling point where production switches from MTS to MTO in a network is an

important issue when trying to balance the lead times of MTO processes with the higher cost of MTS production

caused by inventory holding, cf. Paquet et al (2006). Therefore, we explicitly incorporate this issue into our model

by selecting the production strategy for every commodity produced at a facility. As such, in the previous example,

if R1 and I1 are produced under MTS, the lead time for providing one unit of F2 at plant P1 decreases from 47 to

27 time units, see Fig. 3b.

4 Modeling the Network Design Problem

4.1 Model Formulation

In the network design problem considered here, decisions to be taken define the structure of the network that is

designed and they are related to how the created network is used. Decisions defining the structure of the network

include: the selection of suppliers, plants and warehouses to be included in the network, and the selection of both

transportation relations and transportation modes for linking facilities. As for decisions related to the use of the

network, we consider: the assignments of commodities to facilities, the quantities to produce of each commodity

under either MTO or MTS at each facility, and the flow of goods on the chosen transportation modes between
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facilities. Given that each of these decisions entail a specific cost, the general objective of the problem is to

minimize the total cost of both designing and using the network while meeting customer demands for final products

in such a way as to fulfill orders within promised lead times. Cost rates are clearly stated in the lower part of Table 1.

As for the decision variables, they are summarized in Table 2. The Supply Network Design (SND) model can now

be defined as follows:

[SND] min→ Z = ∑
o∈O

cfix
o Uo + ∑

k∈K
∑

o∈Ok

(

cfix
okV k

o + cMTO
ok AMTO

ok + cMTS
ok AMTS

ok

)

+

∑
k∈K

∑
o∈Ok

∑
d∈Dk

(

cfix
kodY k

od + ∑
m∈Mod

ckm
od X km

od

)

+ ∑
o∈O

∑
d∈D

∑
m∈Mod

cfix
modZm

od (1)

∑
o∈Ok

∑
m∈Mop

X km
op − ∑

k′∈(Ik∪Fk)∩Kp

∑
d∈Dk′

∑
m∈Mpd

ak,k′X k′,m
pd = 0 k ∈ K; p ∈ P∩Dk (2)

∑
p∈P f

∑
m∈Mpw

X f m
pw − ∑

c∈C f
∑

m∈Mwc

X f m
wc = 0 f ∈ F;w ∈W f (3)

∑
p∈P f ∪W f

∑
m∈Mpc

X f m
pc = d f

c f ∈ F;c ∈C f (4)

∑
k∈Ko

∑
d∈Dk

∑
m∈Mod

uk ·X km
od − uo ·Uo ≤ 0 o ∈ O (5)

∑
d∈Dk

∑
m∈Mod

X km
od − qk

o ·V
k
o ≤ 0 k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok (6)

∑
m∈Mod

X km
od − qk

od ·Y
k
od ≤ 0 k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok;d ∈ Dk (7)

∑
k∈Ko|d∈Dk

gkm ·X km
od − gm

od ·Z
m
od ≤ 0 o ∈ O;d ∈ D;m ∈ Mod (8)

gkm ·X km
od − gm

od ·Z
km
od ≤ 0 k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok;d ∈ Dk;m ∈ Mod (9)

Bk
o +Y k

op +V k′
p −Bk′

p ≤ 2 k ∈ R∪ I;k′ ∈ Ik ∪Fk;o ∈ Ok; p ∈ Pk′ (10)

B f
p +Y f

pw+V f
w −B f

w ≤ 2 f ∈ F; p ∈ P f ;w ∈W f (11)

∑
d∈Dk

∑
m∈Mod

X km
od −AMTO

ok − qk
o · (1−Bk

o) ≤ 0 k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok (12)

∑
d∈Dk

∑
m∈Mod

X km
od −AMTS

ok − qk
o ·B

k
o ≤ 0 k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok (13)

T rq
s − prq

s ·Br
s = 0 r∈R;s ∈ Sr;q∈Qr (14)

T k,q·ak,k′

o +∑
m∈Mop

Zkm
op · tm

op + pk′,q
p −M·

(

2−Y k
op−Bk′

p

)

≤ T k′q
p k∈R∪ I;k′∈ Ik ∪Fk;o∈Ok; p∈Pk′ ;q∈Qk′(15)

T f ,q
p +∑

m∈Mpw

Z f m
pw · tm

pw+ p f ,q
w −M ·

(

2−Y f
pw−B f

w

)

≤ T f ,q
w f ∈F ; p∈P f ;w∈W f (16)

T f ,q
o + ∑

m∈Moc

Z f m
oc · tm

oc −M ·
(

1−Y f
oc

)

≤ τ f
c f ∈F ;c∈C f ;o∈O f (17)
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X km
od ,AMTO

ok ,AMTS
ok ,T kq

o ,T f
c ≥ 0

k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok;d ∈ Dk;m ∈ Mod ;
q ∈ Qk; f ∈ F ;c ∈C f (18)

Uo,Z
m
od ∈ {0,1} o ∈ O;d ∈ D;m ∈ Mod (19)

V k
o ,B

k
o,Y

k
od ,Z

km
od ∈ {0,1} k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok;d ∈ Dk;m ∈ Mod (20)

The objective function (1) minimizes the sum of the fixed costs incurred for opening facilities, assigning com-

modities, establishing supply relations and using transportation modes, as well as the variable costs for producing

commodities under MTO and MTS and for shipping them from origins to destinations. Constraints (2) impose

flow conservation at plants by considering every combination pair of commodityk and plantp (which can process

commodityk). These constraints ensure that the inflow of commodityk at p equals the total outflow of interme-

diate and final productsk′ ∈ (Ik ∪Fk)∩Kp that directly requirek and that can be produced at plantp. Equivalent

units are obtained through the use of the production coefficientsak,k′ . The inflow and outflow of final products at

warehouses are balanced in Constraints (3). Constraints (4) ensure that each customers’ demand for final products

is met, be it through direct delivery from a plant or through indirect delivery via warehouses.

Constraints (5) to (9) ensure a consistent use of the network with respect to the flow of goods and the available

production and transportation capacities. From (5), facilityo must be opened if there is an outflow of commodities

and (6) assigns commodityk to origino if o sends this commodity to some destination. Constraints (7) ensure that a

supply relationship is established if origino sendsk to destinationd using any transportation mode. Constraints (8)

impose that a transportation mode is activated if there is flow assigned to it and (9) set those variables that indicate

whether commodityk is transported on modem betweeno andd.

Constraints (10) and (11) separate the upstream parts from the downstream parts of the network through the

selection of MTO or MTS production strategies for commodities at facilities. If production runs under MTO at a

facility, subsequent production at its downstream facilities must also run under MTO. Hence, from (10), if origin

o producesk under MTO and provides it to plantp for the production ofk′ (i.e., Bk
o = Y k

op = V k′
p = 1), thenk′

must also be produced under MTO (i.e.,Bk′
p = 1). Similarly, warehouses distribute products under MTO, if the

supplying plant already produced it under this policy. In this situation, modeled in (11), a warehouse serves as

a cross-dock distribution center (i.e., it does not keep the product on stock). Constraints (12) and (13) set the

production quantitiesAMTO
ok andAMTS

ok for commodityk at origino with respect to the selected production strategy

and the amount ofk projected to be sent fromo to other destinations in the network.

Lead time restrictions are imposed by constraints (14) to (17). Constraints (14) determine the outbound lead

time T rq
s for providingq units of materialr at a suppliers. If s producesr under MTO then the lead time equals

the production processing timeprq
s , otherwise, it is simply fixed to 0. Constraints (15) determine the lead time

T k′q
p for providing q units of an intermediate or final productk′ at plantp. These constraints consider pairs of
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commoditiesk andk′ wherek is required to producek′, together with potential originso of k and plantsp that can

producek′. A valid lead time is computed, ifo suppliesp with commodityk
(

i.e.,Y k
op = 1

)

and if p producesk′

under MTO (i.e.,Bk′
p = 1). If both conditions hold, the lead time for providingq units of k′ at p is obtained by

summing: the lead time for providingq · ak,k′ units ofk at the supplying facilityo, the transportation time of the

selected transportation mode, and the production processing timepk′q
p at facility p. Accordingly, (16) defines the

lead time for providing final products at warehouses. These lead times are computed for the default order size ofq

product units requested by customers. Again, lead times are only considered in the case of MTO-operations, where

p f ,q
w refers to the time for processing the order and handling the goods at the warehouse. Constraints (17) bound

the customer order lead time for each productf and each customerc who requests the product to the maximum

lead timeτ f
c . In turn, these constraints ensure that the configuration of the network and the decisions related to

production and transportation operations meet the service requirements. Finally, non-negativity and integrality

restrictions on all defined variables are imposed by (18) to (20).

4.2 Valid Inequalities

The SND model defined in (1)-(20) is a linear mixed integer problem. To solve this problem, we employ the

general-purpose solver ILOG Cplex, which has been applied successfully in various studies on facility location

planning, cf. Melo et al (2009). The performance of this simplex-based mixed integer solver can be improved

through the inclusion of valid inequalities aimed at strengthening the linear relaxation of the model being solved.

To strengthen the setting of binary variables, the following inequalities, originally proposed in the context of net-

work design problems by Cordeau et al (2006), can be added to the SND model:

Uo ≥ V k
o k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok (21)

∑
p∈P f ∪W f

Y f
pc ≥ 1 f ∈ F ;c ∈C f (22)

∑
p∈P f

Y f
pw ≥ V f

w f ∈ F ;w ∈W f (23)

∑
o∈Ok

Y k
op ≥ V k′

p k ∈ R∪ I;k′ ∈ Ik ∪Fk, p ∈ Pk′ (24)

∑
m∈Mod

Zm
od ≥ Y k

od k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok;d ∈ Dk (25)

V k
o ≥ Y k

od k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok;d ∈ Dk (26)

Inequalities (21) ensure that a facility is opened if a commodity is assigned to it. Constraints (22) impose that

at least one supply relation is established for each customer and requested final product. Given that a warehouse
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distributing a final product must be linked to a plant producing this product then (23) are valid. Constraints (24)

formulate the fact that plants producing a commodityk′ using a commodityk must be supplied by at least one

origin of k. By imposing (25), at least one transportation mode is chosen on every established transport relation.

Finally, through (26), a commodityk is assigned to origino if o delivers this commodity to some destinationd.

To further strengthen the formulation, we propose a series of new inequalities, which specifically target the

MTS and MTO production decisions considered in the SND model. They are formulated as follows:

AMTS
ok +AMTO

ok − ∑
d∈Dk

∑
m∈Mod

X km
od = 0 k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok (27)

∑
s∈Sr

AMTS
sr ≥ MT Smin

r r ∈ R (28)

∑
k∈Pk

AMTS
pk ≥ MT Smin

k k ∈ I∪F (29)

In (27), the quantity of a commodityk produced at origino is set equal to the total flow ofk leaving o.

Inequalities (28) and (29) utilize lower boundsMT Smin
k on the total quantities of commoditiesk ∈ K to produce

inevitably under the MTS strategy in a problem instance.MT Smin
k is determined by considering each combination

of a k-vertex in the MPBOM, the final productf corresponding to this vertex, and a customerc who demands

the final product. If, in every feasible network design for a problem instance, the shortest lead time needed for

transformingk into f and for deliveringf to c exceeds the accepted lead timeτ f
c , k must inevitably be produced

under MTS in order to deliverf to c on time. In this case, at leastMT Smin
k = d f

c · q units ofk must be produced

under MTS, whered f
c is the demand of customerc for the final productf andq is the material demand quantity

of thek-vertex in the MPBOM. The determination of the shortest possible lead time is described in an example in

Appendix A. The process described there is repeated for every combination of a MPBOM-vertex and a customer

in a problem instance such thatMT Smin
k finally represents the total amount ofk for which MTS production is

inevitable. Inequalities (28) and (29) then ensure that the MTS-production quantities of raw materials at suppliers

and of (intermediate) products at plants is at leastMT Smin
k for anyk ∈ K.

5 A Time-Space Network Representation

In model SND, lead time restrictions are imposed through the inclusion of a series of explicit constraints (i.e., con-

straint set (14) to (17)). In this section, we show that the considered network design problem can also be formulated

as a fixed-charge flow problem in a time-space network. The time-space network combines the structure of the or-

ganizational facility network and the product structure of the MPBOM while reflecting the processing time of pro-

duction and transportation operations. This network is generated in such a way as to enforce lead time restrictions
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Figure 4: An example of time-space network generation.

by means of its structure. Therefore, the inclusion of explicit lead time constraints within the resulting optimiza-

tion model is no longer necessary, which, in turn, is expected to ease the solution process. Figure 4 provides an

example of a time-space network, which is used in the following for illustrating the generation process. For reasons

of simplicity, but without loss of generality, the example does not contain warehouses or intermediate products. It

considers a single final product F1 and one customer C1, who expects delivery withinτF1
C1 = 8 time units.

The remaining of this section is divided as follows: in Subsection 5.1, we present the different procedures

used to generate the time-space network, in Subsection 5.2, we reformulate the SND model on the time-space

network, and in Subsection 5.3, we present a series of valid inequalities that can be added to the proposed model

to strengthen the formulation.
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5.1 Network Generation

The time-space network is defined as a directed acyclic graphG = (V,A) with V being the set of vertices and

A ⊆V ×V being the set of arcs. The general idea for constructing this time-space network is to first define vertices

representing customers at the time coordinates of their maximum lead times. By applying a backtracking process,

arcs are then included to account for those supply relationships that allow for on-time deliveries of the products.

For each supply relationship thus added, a new vertex representing the supplying facility at the time coordinate

corresponding to its outbound lead time is included to the vertex set. These general steps are repeated to account

for all feasible supply relationships. Given the resulting time-space network, a flow problem can then be solved

to select those facilities and services that will be used to perform all necessary operations to deliver products to

clients within accepted lead times while minimizing overall costs.

More precisely, each vertex included in the network represents a certain quantity of a given commodity that

can be provided at a particular facility within a certain time span. Hence, a vertexi ∈V is defined by the following

quadruple: (loci,ki,qi, ti), whereloci denotes the facility that provides the commodity (the spatial dimension of the

time-space network),ki ∈ Kloci denotes the type of the offered commodity,qi ∈ Qki denotes the particular quantity

considered, andti is the point in time when theqi units ofki are ready for shipment atloci (the temporal dimension

of the network). For example, the vertex (P2, F1, 1, 6) in Fig. 4(c) indicates that plant P2 is able to provide one

unit of final product F1 within a lead time of no more than 6 time units. Valueti refers to the outbound lead time of

vertexi, which is the latest point in time whereqi units of commodityki must be available for shipment at facility

loci in order to ensure that the lead times of adjacent vertices remain feasible. Therefore, vertices with time value

ti = 0 have to provideki immediately, which means that the corresponding facility produces the commodity in MTS

fashion and fulfills orders from stock. Vertices with time valueti > 0 represent opportunities for MTO production.

Each arca ∈ A in the network connects two verticesi, j ∈ V , defining a supply relationship, and is associated to

a given transportation modem ∈ Mloci,loc j that can be used to perform shipments between locationsloci andloc j.

Hence, each arc is defined by a triple(i, j,m).

ADD CUSTOMER VERTICES()

1: V ⇐ /0;A ⇐ /0;
2: for each f ∈ F,c ∈C f do
3: j ⇐ (c, f ,q,τ f

c ); V ⇐V ∪{ j}; ⊲ Create customer-vertex
4: for each o ∈ P f ∪W f ,m ∈ Moc do ⊲ For each potential supply relationship
5: if ttm

oc ≤ τ f
c then ADD FACILITY VERTEX((o, f ,q,0), j,m); ⊲ Take up MTS option

6: if ttm
oc < τ f

c then ADD FACILITY VERTEX((o, f ,q,τ f
c − ttm

oc), j,m); ⊲ Test MTO option
7: end for
8: end for

Figure 5: ProcedureADD CUSTOMER VERTICES.
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Two procedures,ADD CUSTOMER VERTICES andADD FACILITY VERTEX, are used to generate the vertices

andarcs that are included in the time-space network, see Figs. 5 and 6. ProcedureADD CUSTOMER VERTICES

begins by adding a vertexj, defined as(loc j,k j,q j, t j) = (c, f ,q,τ f
c ), to setV for every productf ∈ F and every

customerc ∈ C f . Each of these vertices defines that a customerc is to receive an order for productf of standard

order sizeq within no more thanτ f
c time units. For each of these customer-vertices, a series of warehouses

and/or plants, which can deliver the products on time, are identified. Therefore, for each potential origino ∈

P f ∪W f and each transportation modem ∈ Moc the transportation timetm
oc is compared to the maximum lead time

τ f
c . If o producesf under MTS, thentm

oc ≤ τ f
c is a sufficient condition for ensuring on-time delivery toc via

transportation modem. Hence, a vertex(o, f ,q,0) is added to the network and connected to the customer-vertex

j via transportation modem. This is done using procedureADD FACILITY VERTEX(i, j,m), defined in Fig. 6,

which adds a new vertexi to setV and connects it to an already existing vertexj through an arc that represents

transportation modem ∈ Mloci ,loc j . The procedure thus handles requests for adding vertices representing MTS-

operations at either warehouses, plants or suppliers (referring to the conditions respectively tested on lines: 1, 15

and 29, within procedureADD FACILITY VERTEX). If the supplying facilityo is to producef under MTO then

a necessary condition to do so is that the transportation time to the customer be strictly lower than the maximum

order lead time (i.e.,tm
oc < τ f

c ), becauseo must additionally be replenished and perform its production operation

within the available lead time. Therefore, procedureADD CUSTOMER VERTICES calls ADD FACILITY VERTEX

with the potential MTO-operationi = (o, f ,q,τ f
c − tm

oc). However, before adding the MTO-vertexi, it must be

ensured that the remaining lead timeti = τ f
c − tm

oc is actually sufficient to replenish facilityloci with the required

materials and to perform the production operation. If the remaining lead timeti cannot be met, then the vertex is

simply discarded. Letpi = pki,qi
loci

be the processing time of the operation represented by vertexi. In order to be

completed on time, operationi must begin no later thanti − pi. This means thatloci has to receive all required

materials within a replenishment lead time of at mostti − pi time units. This condition is met if, for each required

material, at least one origino and one transportation modem′ ∈ Mo,loci exist such thattm′

o,loci
≤ ti − pi. Within

procedureADD FACILITY VERTEX, on line 7, the previous verification is made in the case of MTO-operations at

warehouses. It should be noted that themin{·} function is used here to find the fastest replenishment option for

the warehouse considering plantso ∈ Pki . If the lead time defined for vertexi can be met by using this option,

then the vertex is added to the network. When considering MTO-operations at plants, the previous condition must

be extended given that for every commodityk′ that is required for the production ofki, a replenishment within

ti − pi must be possible (see line 21 within procedureADD FACILITY VERTEX). Given that raw material suppliers

do not have further upstream stages in the considered supply network, merelypi ≤ ti must hold for a feasible

MTO-operation (see line 32 within procedureADD FACILITY VERTEX).
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ADD FACILITY VERTEX(vertexi, vertex j, transportation modem)

1: if loci ∈W and ti = 0 then ⊲ Vertex represents aMTS-warehouse operation
2: V ⇐V ∪{i};A ⇐ A∪{(i, j,m)}; ⊲ Add vertex and arc to network
3: for ∀o ∈ Pki ,m′ ∈ Mo,loci do ⊲ For each potential supply relationship
4: ADD FACILITY VERTEX((o,ki,qi,0), i,m′); ⊲ MTS option
5: end if

6: if loci ∈W and ti > 0 then ⊲ Vertex represents aMTO-warehouse operation
7: if min{ttm′

o,loci
| o ∈ Pki ,m′ ∈ Mo,loci} ≤ ti − pti then ⊲ Test for MTO condition

8: V ⇐V ∪{i};A ⇐ A∪{(i, j,m)}; ⊲ Add vertex and arc to network
9: for ∀o ∈ Pki ,m′ ∈ Mo,loci do ⊲ For each potential supply relationship

10: if ttm′

o,loci
≤ ti − pti then ADD FACILITY VERTEX((o,ki,qi,0), i,m′); ⊲ MTS option

11: if ttm′

o,loci
< ti − pti then ADD FACILITY VERTEX((o,ki,qi, ti − pti− ttm′

o,loci
), i,m′); ⊲ MTO option

12: end for
13: end if
14: end if

15: if loci ∈ P and ti = 0 then ⊲ Vertex represents aMTS-plant operation
16: V ⇐V ∪{i};A ⇐ A∪{(i, j,m)}; ⊲ Add vertex and arc to network
17: for ∀k′ ∈ R∪ I,ak′,ki >0,∀o ∈ Ok′ ,∀m′ ∈ Mo,loci do ⊲ For each potential supply relationship
18: ADD FACILITY VERTEX((o,k′,ak′,ki ·qi,0), i,m′); ⊲ MTS option
19: end if

20: if loci ∈ P and ti > 0 then ⊲ Vertex represents aMTO-plant operation
21: if ∀k′ ∈ R∪ I,ak′,ki >0 : min{ttm′

o,loci
| o ∈ Ok′ ,m′ ∈ Mo,loci} ≤ ti − pti then ⊲ Test for MTO condition

22: V ⇐V ∪{i};A ⇐ A∪{(i, j,m)}; ⊲ Add vertex and arc to network
23: for ∀k′ ∈ R∪ I,ak′,ki >0,∀o ∈ Ok′ ,∀m′ ∈ Mo,loci do ⊲ For each potential supply relationship
24: if ttm′

o,loci
≤ ti − pti then ADD FACILITY VERTEX((o,k′,ak′,ki ·qi,0), i,m′); ⊲ MTS option

25: if ttm′

o,loci
< ti − pti then ADD FACILITY VERTEX((o,k′,ak′,ki ·qi, ti−pti−ttm′

o,loci
), i,m′); ⊲ MTO option

26: end for
27: end if
28: end if

29: if loci ∈ S and ti = 0 then ⊲ Vertex represents aMTS-supplier operation
30: V ⇐V ∪{i};A ⇐ A∪{(i, j,m)}; ⊲ Add vertex and arc to network

31: if loci ∈ S and ti > 0 then ⊲ Vertex represents aMTO-supplier operation
32: if pti ≤ ti then V ⇐V ∪{i};A ⇐ A∪{(i, j,m)}; ⊲ Test for MTO condition

Figure 6: ProcedureADD FACILITY VERTEX.
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Table 3: Additional parameters and decision variables for models SND-TS.

Parameters:

V Set of vertices in the time-space network

V P Setof vertices representing plants, i.e.V P = {i ∈V | loci ∈ P}

V W Set of vertices representing warehouses

V C Set of vertices representing customers

loci Customer- or facility-location represented by vertexi ∈V

ki Commodity represented by vertexi

qi Quantity represented by vertexi

ti Time coordinate of vertexi, i.e. the service outbound time of the operation

A Set of arcs in the time-space network

cprod
i Variable cost for producing one unit ofki using the production operation represented by vertexi ∈V

Decision variables:
Xm

i j Flow assigned to arc(i, j,m)

For every created vertex associated with a warehouse or plant operation (i.e.,loci ∈ W or loci ∈ P), the pro-

cedureADD FACILITY VERTEX further creates supply relationships for the required materials and intermediate

products in a recursive fashion. Ifi refers to an MTS-operation at a warehouse given a productki, every combi-

nation of plantso ∈ Pki and transportation modesm ∈ Mo,loci is considered as a potential supply relationship (see

lines 3-4 within procedureADD FACILITY VERTEX). In this case, only those plant operations that are run under

MTS are considered. Ifi refers to an MTO-operation at a warehouse, supply operations at plants may be run under

either MTS or MTO, given that the conditions defined on lines 10-11 within procedureADD FACILITY VERTEX

are fulfilled. If i represents a production operation at a plant, supply relationships are established for every mate-

rial and intermediate productk′ ∈ R∪ I, for which ak′,ki > 0, see lines 17 and 23. In this case, the quantity ofk′

delivered by the supplying facilities must beak′,ki · qi units, see lines 18, 24, and 25 in Fig. 6. Using the outlined

procedures, a complete time-space network can be produced for a problem instance within which, customer orders

are routed timely. Appendix B illustrates this process in detail at the example of Fig. 4.

5.2 Model Formulation

Recall that the total demandd f
c of customerc for product f is assumed to be split into individual orders of sizeq.

Since congestion effects at facilities are not considered in this study, we can route all thesed f
c /q orders at minimum

cost through the time-space network, where the temporal structure of the network ensures that the maximum lead

times are not violated. In other words, an optimal network design to the problem can be derived from a minimum

cost flow in the time-space network where each vertex associated to a particular customer-product combination

receives the amount of the final product demanded by the customer. Given that each vertexi ∈V in the time-space

network is associated to a given quadruple (loci,ki,qi, ti), we model the flow of commodities in the network by
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variableXm
i j who represents the amount of commodityki sent fromloci to loc j using transportation modem. To

evaluate the cost of a solution, all flow leaving a vertexi is charged according to production cost ratecprod
i , which is

either set tocprod
i = cMTS

loci,ki
, for those verticesi that represent MTS-operations (i.e.,ti = 0), or tocprod

i = cMTO
loci,ki

, for

those vertices that represent MTO-operations (i.e.,ti > 0). Furthermore, associated with each arc(i, j,m) included

in the network is a variable transportation cost ratecki,m
loci,loc j

, which is defined as before, see Table 1. The additional

notation used to formulate the optimization model proposed in this section are summarized in Table 3. The supply

network design problem defined on a time-space network (SND-TS), can now be defined as follows:
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[SND-TS] min→ Z = ∑
o∈O

cfix
o Uo + ∑

k∈K
∑

o∈Ok

cfix
okV k

o + ∑
k∈K

∑
o∈Ok

∑
d∈Dk

cfix
kodY k

od + ∑
o∈O

∑
d∈D

∑
m∈Mod

cfix
modZm

od+

∑
(i, j,m)∈A

Xm
i j

(

cprod
i + cki,m

loci,loc j

)

(30)

∑
( j,i,m)∈A|k j=k′

Xm
ji − ak′,ki ∑

(i, j,m)∈A

Xm
i j = 0 i ∈V P;k′ ∈ Iki ∪Fki (31)

∑
( j,i,m)∈A

Xm
ji − ∑

(i, j,m)∈A

Xm
i j = 0 i ∈V W (32)

∑
( j,i,m)∈A

Xm
ji = dki

loci
i ∈V C (33)

∑
(i, j,m)∈A|loci=o

uki ·Xm
i j − uo ·Uo ≤ 0 o ∈ O (34)

∑
(i, j,m)∈A|loci=o,ki=k

Xm
i j − qk

o ·V
k
o ≤ 0 k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok (35)

∑
(i, j,m)∈A|loci=o,loc j=d,ki=k

Xm
i j − qk

od ·Y
k
od ≤ 0 k ∈ K;o ∈ Ok;d ∈ Dk (36)

∑
(i, j,m)∈A|loci=o,loc j=d

gki,m ·Xm
i j − gm

od ·Z
m
od ≤ 0 o ∈ O;d ∈ D;m ∈ Mod (37)

and (19)+ (20)

Xm
i j ≥ 0 (i, j,m) ∈ A (38)

The objective function (30) is equivalent to the one defined for model SND, i.e., function (1). The variable

costs of both production and transportation operations are now simply associated to the flow variablesXm
i j . Con-

straints (31) enforce flow conservation at verticesi ∈ V P, which represent plant operations for transforming raw

materials and intermediate productsk′ into commodityki. Here, the first sum on the left side determines the inflow

of k′ from verticesj with k j = k′ and the second sum defines the outflow of productki from vertexi. Equivalent

units are obtained through the use of the production coefficientak′,ki . Constraints (32) impose flow conservation

for warehouse operations and (33) ensure that customer demands are met. Inequalities (34) to (37) define the

linking constraints between the design and the flow variables. Constraints (34) specify that an origino can supply

commodities up to its capacity, only if it is selected (i.e.,Uo = 1). Similarly, (35) to (37) set variablesV k
o , Y k

od , and

Zm
od according to the flow on the relevant subsets of arcs. Finally, constraints (19), (20) and (38) define integrality

requirements for the design variables and non-negativity for the flow variables used in the model. It should be

noted that a facility can now produce a product under both MTO and MTS fashions, i.e., model SND-TS is a

generalization of model SND.
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5.3 Valid Inequalities

The LP relaxation of model SND-TS can be strengthened by adding valid inequalities (21)-(26). We can further

strengthen the relaxation by adding inequalities that take advantage of the fact that verticesi ∈V in the time-space

network represent specific production operations forqi units of commodityki at facility loci. To do so, both the

MPBOM and the customer demand for final products are used to determine the total flow for each combination of

a commodityk and a specific production quantityq that has to be processed at the vertices withki = k andqi = q.

This flow value is denoted byAmax
kq . As an example, consider Fig. 1b and let us assume that the total customer

demand for product F1 is 1000 units. For intermediate product I1, which specifies a material quantity of 3 in this

tree, the total demand for I1 at this production stage isAmax
I1,3 = 3000 units. If a particular MPBOM contains multiple

vertices that represent the same combination(k,q), thenAmax
kq is determined as the customer demand weighted sum

of the material quantities for these vertices. With respect to the time-space network, valueAmax
kq represents an upper

bound on the total outflow of verticesi ∈V , for whichki = k andqi = q. In the previous example, the total flow of

I1 leaving a vertexi of the time-space network, whereki = I1 andqi = 3, is at mostAmax
I1,3 = 3000 units. Therefore,

valuesAmax
kq can be applied as big-M parameters in (39)-(42), thus tightening constraints (34)-(37).

∑
(i, j,m)∈A|loci=o,ki=k,qi=q

Xm
i j −Amax

kq ·Uo ≤ 0 k ∈ K;q ∈ Qk;o ∈ Ok (39)

∑
(i, j,m)∈A|loci=o,ki=k,qi=q

Xm
i j −Amax

kq ·V k
o ≤ 0 k ∈ K;q ∈ Qk;o ∈ Ok (40)

∑
(i, j,m)∈A|loci=o,ki=k,qi=q,loc j=d

Xm
i j −Amax

kq ·Y k
od ≤ 0 k ∈ K;q ∈ Qk;o ∈ Ok;d ∈ Dk (41)

∑
(i, j,m)∈A|loci=o,ki=k,qi=q,loc j=d

Xm
i j −Amax

kq ·Zm
od ≤ 0 k ∈ K,q ∈ Qk,o ∈ Ok;d ∈ Dk;m ∈ Mod (42)

6 Computational Study

Two main objectives are pursued through the computational study that is conducted here. The first is to compare

the two mathematical formulations proposed for the considered design problem of supply networks. As such,

we evaluate both formulations in terms of solution time efficiency and test the effectiveness of the different valid

inequalities proposed to strengthen the models. The second objective is to investigate the impact of considering

explicitly the restriction of order lead times for customers. Specifically, we analyze the impact that such restrictions

have on the resulting network designs and costs. We next describe how the used instances were generated, which

we then follow by the presentation of the computational results.
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6.1 Generation of Test Instances

We generate four sets of instances, denoted:A, B, C, andD, that differ according to the number of facilities, cus-

tomers, and commodities. In Table 4, the different parameters relating to the size of the instances are summarized.

For example, each instance in setA contains|C|= 30 customers,|S|= |P|= |W |= 3 suppliers, plants, and ware-

houses as well as|R|= |I|= |F |= 3 raw materials, intermediate products, and final products. The number of raw

materials that can be provided by a supplier is shown in column|Ks| of Table 4. When defining which of the raw

materials can be supplied bys ∈ S, |Ks| commodities are simply selected randomly from setR. Similarly, a plant

p ∈ P can provide|Kp| commodities. Half of these commodities are intermediate products, selected randomly

from setI, and the other half are final products, selected randomly from setF . Warehousesw ∈ W are allowed to

handle all final products, i.e.,Kw = F . To obtain feasible problems, all instances are generated such that every raw

material is supplied by at least one supplier and that every intermediate and final product can be produced by at

least one plant.

The product structure of each instance is determined randomly such that the associated MPBOM represents

a connected acyclic graph. The graphs are generated by a process described in Hall and Posner (2001), which

delivers a precedence graph of desired density for the commodities. The density has been chosen such that for

each combination of a raw materialr ∈ R and an intermediate or final productk ∈ I ∪F , a 20% probability exists

that r is needed to producek. The same probability is applied to each pair of intermediate products and to pairs

of an intermediate product and a final product. The generation process ensures that every raw material is used

within at least one intermediate product and every intermediate product is used within at least one final product.

The resulting MPBOMs include up to 200 vertices and up to 6 production stages, when represented as a tree graph

such as the one exemplified in Fig. 1b. As for the production coefficientsak,k′ , they are randomly generated using a

uniform distributionU [1,3]. The processing time to produce or handleq units of commodityk at origino is set to

pkq
o = q time units, for all commodities and origins (i.e., processing times grow linearly with respect to the quantity

that is produced). Customer demands are generated as follows: for each customerc ∈ C and each final product

f ∈ F , there is a 50% probability that the customer is assigned a positive demand for the product; in which case,

d f
c is randomly generated using the distributionU [50,500]. The default size of orders placed by customers is set to

Table 4: Parameters of test instances.

set |C| |S|, |P|, |W | |R|, |I|, |F| |Ks| |Kp| fixed cost multiplier

A 30 3 3 2 4 1

B 50 5 5 3 6 10

C 80 8 8 4 8 50

D 100 10 10 5 10 100
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q = 1 product unit. The maximum order lead times are initially set to 10 time units for all customers and products

(i.e.,τ f
c = 10,∀c ∈ C and f ∈ F). It should be noted that, in order to investigate the sensitivity of solutions with

respect to variations in the maximum lead times, this parameter will later be fixed to different values.

Capacity parameters are obtained using the generation process described in Cordeau et al (2006). For each

commodityk ∈ K, a per unit capacity requirementuk is randomly generated using the distributionU [1,10]. Let uR,

uI , anduF define the total capacity required to produce the total amount of raw materials, intermediate products,

and final products that are needed to fulfill all customer demands. These values are used to define the capacities

of the different facilities within the network. The production capacityus of suppliers is randomly generated using

U [2 · uR/|S|,uR]. The production capacityup of plant p is randomly obtained fromU [2 · (uI + uF)/|P|,uI + uF].

The capacity of warehousew ∈W is set touw = uF. Upper limitsqk
o on the amount of commodityk to be provided

at origin o are determined similarly. Letak define the total amount of commodityk that is necessary to service

all demands. Valuesqr
s associated to supplierss ∈ Sr are randomly obtained fromU [2 · ar/|Sr|,ar], valuesqk

p

associated to commoditiesk at plantsp ∈ Pk are randomly generated usingU [2·ak/|Pk|,ak], and valuesq f
w are set

equal toa f for all warehouses. The upper limitqk
od on the amount of commodityk that can be shipped fromo to d

is set toqk
od = qk

o. The capacity requirement per unit ofk on a transportation modem is set togkm = 1 and the total

capacitygm
od of modem is set to the maximum amount of flow of commodities that can be sent fromo to d. Given

these settings, the capacities of both warehouses and transportation modes do not restrict the material flows in the

design problem, but they serve as appropriate big-M values in the models.

The facilities and customers are located randomly on a plane of size 10×10 distance units. For every trans-

portation link between two vertices in the network, up to two transportation modes are created. For the first mode,

the transportation timetm
od is set to the euclidean distance between facilitieso andd. The transportation cost rate

ckm
od is set to the euclidean distance divided by 10. Cost rates for direct transportation from plants to customers are

multiplied by a factor of five, given that direct deliveries are considered to be more expensive due to the additional

transportation resources required. A second mode of transportation is added randomly, with a probability of 50%,

on all transportation links in the network. When available, this second mode requires only half of the transporta-

tion time defined for the first mode. However, the variable transportation cost is increased by a factor of 50%. The

unit production costscMTO
ok for commodityk at origino are randomly obtained usingU [1,2], U [3,4], U [5,6], and

U [1,2] for raw materials at suppliers, intermediate products at plants, final products at plants, and for handling

commodities at warehouses, respectively. We setcMTS
ok = 1.4 · cMTO

ok to account for the additional costs related to

MTS production. The fixed costscfix
o defined for using a supplier, a plant, and a warehouse are randomly generated

usingU [1000,2000],U [5000,10000], andU [1000,10000], respectively. Fixed costscfix
ok , cfix

kod , andcfix
mod are all ran-

domly obtained usingU [100,500]. It should be noted that the variable costs of solutions will tend to increase for
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Table 5: Number of variables and constraints.

Both Models Model SND Model SND-TS

set Uo V k
o Y k

od Zm
od AMTO

ok AMTS
ok Bk

o T kq
o T f

c Zkm
od Xkm

od # Constr. Xm
i j # Constr.

A 9 27 315 291 27 27 27 36 48 454 454 1555 920 752

B 15 70 1378 807 70 70 70 108 131 2007 2007 6120 4552 2673

C 24 160 5149 2169 160 160 160 313 334 7612 7612 21447 20117 8797

D 30 250 9774 3419 250 250 250 635 496 14413 14413 41111 43752 15932

the instances in setsB to D, due to the increasing number of customers, commodities, and more complex product

structures. Therefore, to ensure that the impact of the fixed costs remain comparable on the larger instances, their

values are multiplied by the preset parameter reported in the last column of Table 4.

6.2 Computational Results

The first numerical tests conducted are used to compare the two models proposed (i.e., SND and SND-TS).

Through this comparison, we investigate the effectiveness of both the presented valid inequalities and the problem

reformulation based on the time-space network. All tests are conducted using ILOG Cplex 12 on a 2.4 GHz AMD

Opteron 64-bit processor. We set a maximum runtime of 10 hours per instance.

To first compare the sizes of the problems to be solved, Table 5 lists the number of variables and constraints that

are defined using each of the proposed models for instances included in setsA, B, C, andD. The table distinguishes

those variables that are part of both models from those that are specific to a particular formulation. As expected,

both the numbers of variables and constraints increase significantly for the two models, as the size of instances

increases. Considering the largest instances (setD), it should be noted that the number of constraints is much

higher in model SND when compared to model SND-TS. However, the latter contains significantly more variables

to account for the high number of alternative flows that exist in the time-space network. When comparing the type

of variables specifically used in each formulation, one notices that the SND-TS model requires flow variables (i.e.,

Xm
i j ), which are continuous, whereas the SND model requires a substantial number of extra binary variablesZkm

od ,

which are used to determine order lead times. From this observation, one may expect that the SND-TS model is

easier to solve using an MIP solver.

We now compare the models on the basis of the computational results obtained using the Cplex solver. The

four instance sets have been solved using models SND and SND-TS with and without the inequalities previously

defined. The analysis is performed here by adding subsets of valid inequalities to both formulations. This is done

to avoid a lengthy presentation of the computational results, which would inevitably follow from measuring the

impact of the inequalities by including them one at the time. In the following, SND refers to the original model (1)-

(20) whereas SNDIneq1, SNDIneq2, and SNDIneqAll refer to model SND when supplemented with valid inequalities
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(21)-(26), (27)-(29), and (21)-(29), respectively. Accordingly, SND-TS refers to (30)-(38) whereas SND-TSIneq1,

SND-TSIneq2, and SND-TSIneqAll refer to SND-TS supplemented with (21)-(26), (39)-(42), and both sets of valid

inequalities, respectively. Hence, the Ineq1-models include valid inequalities previously proposed in the context

of network design problems. The Ineq2-models are obtained by adding new inequalities developed specifically for

the considered problem. Finally, the IneqAll-models make use of all valid inequalities available.

Table 6 reports detailed results for the ten instances of setA, when solved under models SNDIneqAll and SND-

TSIneqAll. Included within the table are the following informations: both the total costZ of the solutions obtained

and the lower boundLB returned by Cplex, the relativegap= (Z−LB)/Z in percent, and the required computation

timeCPU in seconds. Following the suggestion made in Cordeau et al (2006), when solving a problem instance,

Cplex is terminated as soon as an integer solution is found within an optimality gap of 1%. The reasoning behind

the use of this stopping criterion is that the additional computational time required to close the gap is unjustified in

light of the fact that errors in the estimations of the input data for the problem are often greater than 1% in practice.

Considering this threshold, whenever the solver terminates based on the defined criterion, we nevertheless refer to

the solution obtained as an optimal solution. As previously mentioned, the maximum allotted time for solving an

instance is fixed to 10 hours. If ’-’ appears in columnCPU , the instance has not been solved to optimality within the

runtime limit. Also, one should recall that model SND-TS is a generalization of model SND, given that facilities

can produce a commodity under MTO and MTS fashions, whereas in the SND formulation one production strat-

egy must be used exclusively for a commodity at a facility. For this reason, given a problem instance, the optimal

solution for the SND-TS model may have a total costZ which falls below that obtained for the optimal solution to

model SND. In certain cases, this value may even be lower thanLB obtained for model SND. Therefore, we addi-

tionally report the relative improvementimp in percent of the costZ of a solution for SND-TSIneqAll over a solution

for SNDIneqAll. As such, valuesimp measure the added advantage of adopting a more flexible production scheme.

When examining the results reported in Table 6, one observes that even the small instances of setA are difficult

to solve using model SNDIneqAll. When solving the ten instances, Cplex terminates ahead of the runtime limit only

three times. The observed gaps range from 1.0% to 6.9%, the average being 2.6%. Compared to these results, solv-

ing model SND-TSIneqAll improves the computational performance of the MIP solver tremendously. Each instance

is solved using less than a second of computation time with the average gap obtained being 0.5%. Moreover, the

cost of the solutions found using model SND-TSIneqAll are, on average, 4.0% below the cost of the solutions pro-

duced by solving SNDIneqAll. These results tend to show that by formulating the supply network design problem as

a time-space network flow problem, one obtains a model that can be solved much more efficiently. Also, solving

model SND-TSIneqAll improves the solution quality produced when compared to solving model SNDIneqAll. Thus,

showing that there is an added advantage in using the more flexible production scheme defined in model SND-TS,
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Table 6: Computational results for instances in setA under models SNDIneqAll and SND-TSIneqAll.

SNDIneqAll SND-TSIneqAll

Z LB gap CPU Z LB gap imp CPU

# [%] [sec.] [%] [%] [sec.]

1 714655 707508 1.0 3127 706382 704778 0.2 1.2 <1

2 596331 555722 6.8 36000 559403 556927 0.4 6.2 <1

3 733563 715843 2.4 36000 701342 694734 0.9 4.4 <1

4 863781 840358 2.7 36000 842803 840243 0.3 2.4 <1

5 1241766 1227140 1.2 36000 1183244 1179473 0.3 4.7 <1

6 525942 515946 1.9 36000 512286 510538 0.3 2.6 <1

7 319312 316119 1.0 219 306457 304738 0.6 4.0 <1

8 794525 739612 6.9 36000 727327 724441 0.4 8.5 <1

9 642854 636425 1.0 28594 626953 621563 0.9 2.5 <1

10 1283250 1265712 1.4 36000 1238781 1230344 0.7 3.5 <1

avg. 771598 752039 2.6 28394 740497 736778 0.5 4.0 <1

at least when addressing small sized instances.

In Table 7 are summarized the results obtained for all four instance sets, when solved using all considered

configurations for models SND and SND-TS. The informations reported on each row are the following: the number

of instances for which an integer feasible solution was found in the maximum allotted time (column #f ), the

number of instances solved to optimality within the runtime limit (#o), the average relative gap in percent for the

solutions to the ten instances within the set (gap), and the average computation time in seconds (CPU). It should

be noted that, for each problem instance, the gap is measured using the best lower bound obtained by the four

variants of the corresponding model. Moreover, the averageCPU times consider only those instances that were

solved to optimality within the runtime limit. A ’-’ indicates that none of the instances of a corresponding instance

set was solved to optimality.

We first discuss the results obtained when using model SND and its variants. Table 7 reveals that the average

gap of the solutions obtained when solving the instance setA is hardly affected by the selection of valid inequalities.

However, three instances are solved within the maximum allotted time when all inequalities are employed. For

setB, no optimal solutions are found, but feasible solutions are found for all instances. The lowest average gap is

observed for SNDIneq2. In the case of setC, Cplex fails to provide feasible solutions for all instances. The best

results, measured both in terms of highest number of feasible solutions and lowest average gap obtained, are again

produced by SNDIneq2. For model SNDIneq1, the same number of feasible solutions is found but a very high gap

is observed. This result is explained by the fact that the large number of added valid inequalities increases the

complexity of the associated model. Although a high number of feasible solutions is still generated under this

model, the expected speed up of the solution process does not occur and good feasible solutions are not found
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Table 7: Summarized results for the four instance sets.

SND SNDIneq1 SNDIneq2 SNDIneqAll

# f #o gap CPU # f #o gap CPU # f #o gap CPU # f #o gap CPU

set [-] [-] [%] [sec.] [-] [-] [%] [sec.] [-] [-] [%] [sec.] [-] [-] [%] [sec.]

A 10 0 2.6 36000 10 0 2.7 36000 10 0 2.5 36000 10 3 2.6 29091

B 10 0 8.1 36000 10 0 8.3 36000 10 0 6.5 36000 10 0 6.7 36000

C 8 0 8.3 36000 9 0 46.0 36000 9 0 7.1 36000 4 0 10.6 36000

D 10 0 8.5 36000 6 0 84.1 36000 6 0 11.3 36000 3 0 5.8 36000

SND-TS SND-TSIneq1 SND-TSIneq2 SND-TSIneqAll

# f #o gap CPU # f #o gap CPU # f #o gap CPU # f #o gap CPU imp

set [-] [-] [%] [sec.] [-] [-] [%] [sec.] [-] [-] [%] [sec.] [-] [-] [%] [sec.] [%]

A 10 10 0.4 <1 10 10 0.5 <1 10 10 0.4 <1 10 10 0.5 <1 4.0

B 10 2 0.8 34208 10 10 0.9 142 10 5 0.8 22761 10 10 0.8 124 2.8

C 10 0 2.3 36000 10 0 2.2 36000 10 0 2.3 36000 10 0 2.4 36000 1.6

D 10 0 3.8 36000 10 0 4.6 36000 10 0 6.5 36000 10 0 45.6 36000 2.8

within the alloted time. This is confirmed, when analyzing the results obtained for the large instances of setD. In

this case, feasible solutions are obtained on all instances, if model SND is used without any inequalities. However,

the averagegap obtained (i.e., 8.5%) is comparably high. It can be concluded that the valid inequalities are helpful

in the case of small and medium sized instances. In contrast, when solving large instances, they may hinder Cplex

in finding good solutions.

We now analyze the results obtained when using model SND-TS. We first find that, when solving the instances

in setA, Cplex is able to solve model SND-TS to optimality in less than a second under every configuration. For

instances in setB, inequalities clearly pay off as they considerably reduce the computation times and increase the

number of instances solved to optimality, when compared to the original model SND-TS. The best configuration

is obtained when all inequalities are added to the model. Using SND-TSIneqAll, optimal designs are found for

all instances within, on average, 124 seconds. In the case of setC, Cplex is unable to solve the instances in the

maximum allotted time under any model configuration. However, the solver produces feasible solutions on all

instances and the average gaps obtained are low (i.e., between 2.2% and 2.4%). Interestingly, when addressing

the large instances in setD, we again observe that the best configuration, considering average solution quality, is

the model that excludes all additional valid inequalities (the average gap obtained being 3.8%). Therefore, when

tackling large instances, valid inequalities should be tentatively added given that they might render the model too

hard to solve.

We now compare the cost of solutions obtained by both types of models to assess the added advantages of

using the more flexible production policy defined in the SND-TS model (i.e., a facility can produce a commodity

under both MTS and MTO strategies), compared to the more strict policy used in the SND model (i.e., one strategy
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Figure 7: Change in performance measures under varied maximum order lead times.

has to be chosen for a commodity at a facility). In Table 7, valuesimp show that the best solutions produced

by solving SND-TS have a total cost that is less than the one obtained for the best solutions produced by solving

SND. The average relative improvements range from 1.6% to 4.0% for instances in setsA to D. These results prove

that by using a more flexible production policy, one is able to obtain better quality solutions. Also, to summarize

this test, one should notice the differences in terms of the efficiency of Cplex when solving both models. When

solving the SND-TS model, Cplex produces feasible solutions on more problem instances when compared to the

case where it solves the SND model. Moreover, on those instances solved to optimality, computation times are

reduced drastically for problems of small and medium sizes when solving SND-TS compared to SND. Overall,

these observations show not only the efficiency of the time-space formulation, but also the difficulty that is added

to the network design problem, when the more restrictive production policy is used.

We next investigate the impact that the lead time restrictions have on the obtained networks. To do so, the

instances of setB are solved under varied maximum lead times, i.e.,τ f
c = τ = 5,6, . . .20. The choice of setB is

motivated by the fact that it includes the largest instances that are consistently solved to optimality using model

SND-TSIneqAll. Figure 7 shows, for a series of selected measures, the performance of the networks obtained under

each value ofτ. Figure 7a illustrates the average costs observed for the instances in the set. The highest cost are

observed underτ = 5. They serve as a reference for assessing the relative cost decrease observed when customers

accept looser lead times, i.e., whenτ takes a higher value. As expected, the figure shows that, as the value ofτ

increases, the average cost decreases. One actually observes that forτ = 20 the average cost represents 90% of the
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average cost obtained forτ = 5. Hence, in the considered problem setting, costs can be reduced by about 10% if

customers accept the looser maximum lead times of 20 time units. Figure 7b reports the total average commodity

quantities that are produced under the MTS and MTO strategies. One clearly sees that whenτ = 5, all commodities

are produced under MTS to meet the restrictive lead time requirements of customers. As lead time requirements

are relaxed, there is a shift in production from MTS to MTO. Whenτ = 20, the quantity of commodities produced

under MTO even exceeds the MTS production. What these results show is the strong incentive that exists to pro-

pose higher lead times to customers in order to reduce production related costs. Figure 7c distinguishes between

the average quantities of final products that are either delivered directly from plants to customers or through indi-

rect deliveries via warehouses. One can observe that for low values ofτ, the direct delivery option is surprisingly

used less frequently. Although one would expect that direct deliveries are essential for serving customers within

low lead times, warehouses actually allow to bring products closer to customers which, in combination with MTS

driven production and distribution operations, is needed when accepted lead times are very low. Whenτ is in-

creased, direct deliveries are used in a larger extend to compensate for the increase in the order lead times caused

by switching from an MTS to an MTO driven production strategy. The small peaks observed forτ = 8, 10, and

15 in Fig. 7c, show that direct deliveries are effectively used to fine-tune the realized order lead times. The use of

fast modes of transportation also increases with maximum lead times, see Fig. 7d. Again, whenever production

transfers from MTS to MTO, these modes are used to counterbalance the increasing lead times. However, when

compared to the average quantity of commodities transported using slower modes, fast modes only account for

approximately 10% of all transports. The reasons for this being that the fast mode is not available on every trans-

port relation. Furthermore, using fast modes does not provide any advantages when the network operates under

the MTS strategy. Overall, the summarized results reported in Fig. 7 show that the available options to control

lead times can be effectively combined to meet the service requirements of customers while keeping costs low.

The option which seems to be the most important is the selection of production strategies MTS and MTO. While

the MTS strategy effectively shortens customer lead times, the MTO strategy can be used to decrease variable

production costs whenever the lead time requirements are less restrictive. The options of direct deliveries and fast

modes of transportation can be used to fine-tune the operations within the networks that are designed.

Finally, to provide further insight into the structure of optimal networks, Table 8 reports the opened facilities for

solutions to setB for τ = 5, 10, 15, and 20 time units. The table reveals that the set of opened warehouses changes,

in nine out of the ten instances, when parameterτ varies. This illustrates that warehouses can be effectively used

to align the distribution system with the service requirements defined. Changes to the supplier and plant layers are

observed in only five and four instances, respectively. Opening decisions for these facilities appear comparably

equivalent when considering different lead time requirements. At these layers, the option of applying MTS-driven
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Table 8: Facilities opened within the optimal network designs for instances in setB under selected values ofτ.

Instance 1 Instance 2

τ S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5

5 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
10 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
15 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
20 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

Instance 3 Instance 4

τ S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5

5 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
10 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
15 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
20 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

Instance 5 Instance 6

τ S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5

5 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
10 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
15 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
20 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

Instance 7 Instance 8

τ S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5

5 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
10 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
15 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
20 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

Instance 9 Instance 10

τ S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5

5 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
10 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
15 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
20 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
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production seems a more viable strategy for meeting maximum leadtimes.

Summarizing the computational tests, the obtained results reveal that restricted lead times clearly impact the

decisions made within the supply network design. These result confirm the predominant importance of strategic

network planning if customer order lead times are to be used as a competitive factor in the market. Towards this

end, the proposed models represent useful decision support tools.

7 Conclusions

This paper investigated the design of supply networks under a restriction for customer order lead times. Two mod-

els were provided to address the general problem of designing multi-layer multi-product facility networks with

complex product structures and multiple modes of transportation where customers receive products within guar-

anteed order lead times. Various strategies, aimed at controlling lead times, were considered within these models.

These strategies included: the selection of MTS or MTO production, direct deliveries from plants to customers,

and multiple modes of transportation that differ with respect to cost and transportation time.

Instances of various sizes were solved using ILOG Cplex in order to assess the efficiency of the two models

proposed. It was shown that the new time-space network model proposed in this paper is much easier to solve for

a standard MIP solver. The numerical analysis performed were also used to identify the interrelations that exist

between the considered strategies and the order lead times, and to measure the impact that these strategies have

on the optimal network designs obtained. It was generally found that the considered strategies for controlling lead

times are used to different extents to achieve a given service level at lowest cost. The production strategy MTS

is used to effectively reduce the customer order lead times, whereas MTO is more appropriate to efficiently lower

production costs. Direct deliveries and fast transportation modes are used to adjust the lead times within a network.

Furthermore, restrictions imposed on lead times at customers impact the set of facilities opened within the optimal

network design. The configuration of the warehouse layer strongly depends on the quoted order lead times for

customers. In addition, the selection of suppliers and the opening of production plants is also dependent on the

lead time restrictions. Overall, these observations underline the need to explicitly incorporate lead time restrictions

into strategic network design, when the customers of a company value this service criterion.

The presented models do not consider stochastic lead time components and their impact on network designs.

Therefore, it is of interest to develop powerful solution methods for solving larger instances of the models presented

here and for solving instances of stochastic network design problems that are to be developed.
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Figure 8: An example for the determination of a minimum order leadtime.

Appendix A: An Example for the Determination of Shortest Possible Lead

Times

Figure 8 is used for explaining the determination ofMT Smin
k at the example of the R1-vertex found at the lowest

stage of the MPBOM of Fig. 3a. We determine the shortest possible lead time for transforming this raw material

into product F2 and for delivering F2 to customer C1 in the supply network of Fig. 2a. The sequence of production

steps for transformingk = R1 into f = F2 corresponds to the highlighted path in Fig. 3a, which is reproduced

in Fig. 8a. For each production stagek′ involved in this sequence, we have a set of alternative facilitiesSk′ or

Pk′ that could potentially execute the production process. These sets are used to form the directed multi-stage

graph of Fig. 8b. Arcs in this graph represent transport links among the facilities. The graph is supplemented

by a dummy vertex ’0’ and by the available delivery options from the only available final-product plant P1 to the

customer (either via warehouses W1 or W2 or via direct delivery from P1 to C1). Facility vertices in this graph

are weighted with a corresponding production processing timepk′q
o . In the example, we set the processing time for

producingq units ofk′ at facility o to pk′q
o = q time units. Arcs are weighted with the transportation timetm

od of the

fastest transportation mode existing for a transport link. Given such a weighted directed graph, we determine the

shortest path from the dummy source to the customer vertex. The length of this path corresponds to the shortest

lead time for transformingk into f and for deliveringf to the customer. In the example, the shortest lead time is

then achieved if the required 30 units of R1 are produced at supplier S3, transformed into 6 units of I1 at plant P2,

further processed into 2 units of I2 at the same plant, and finally transformed into one unit of F2 at plant P1 before

being delivered directly from there to customer C1, see the bold path in Fig. 8b. If the length of this path exceeds

the maximum lead timeτF2
C1, the 30 units of R1 needed per ordered unit of F2 must be produced under MTS. If,

for example, the customer places orders fordF2
C1 = 120 units of F2, at leastMT Smin

R1 = 120·30= 3600 units of R1

must be produced under MTS in any feasible solution to the network design problem.
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Appendix B: An Example for the Generation of a Time-Space Network

To illustrate the procedures outlined in Section 5.1, we describe here the generation of the time-space network

of Fig. 4c, which results from the problem instance represented by Figs. 4a/b. The sole customer C1 accepts a

maximum lead time ofτF1
C1 = 8 time units for receiving an order ofq = 1 unit of product F1. Hence, a vertex

(C1,F1,1,8) is initially created in the time-space network. In order to fulfill an order of customer C1 on time,

plant P1 can provide the final product F1 from stock (vertex (P1,F1,1,0)). The replenishment of this production

operation can only be made using raw material suppliers operating under MTS, represented by the arcs connecting

vertex (P1,F1,1,0) with the supplier vertices at the time coordinate 0. Plant P1 cannot produce under MTO, because

deliveries to C1 taket1
P1,C1 = 5 time units and the remaining 3 time units are insufficient for both replenishing P1

with material supplies from S1 (t1
S1,P1= 3) and for processing the order at P1 (pF1,1

P1 = 1). In the case of plant P2,

it can deliver from stock (vertex (P2,F1,1,0)) or under MTO (vertex (P2,F1,1,6)). The MTO option is placed at

time 6, given that the final delivery requirest1
P2,C1 = 2 time units and does not allow for a later finishing of the

production operation. This option is feasible, considering that P2 can be replenished with material R1 within 1

time unit (using S2 with transportation mode 1) and with material R2 within 3 time units (using S1 with mode 1);

and can also process the production order withinpF1,1
P2 = 1 time unit. For this MTO-operation, suppliers S1 and

S2 can provide R1 under either MTS or MTO. Additionally, S2 can select between two available transportation

modes. Raw material R2 can only be provided by S1 from stock, because the production of 3 units of R2 under

MTO and the delivery to P2 does not allow to replenish the plant until time 6-pF1,1
P2 =5.

The time-space network enables a timely routing of customer orders through the network facilities. The high-

lighted subgraph in Fig. 4d illustrates a feasible flow, which corresponds to the fulfillment of an order of product

F1 on time. Here, S1 provides 3 units of R2 from stock. S2 produces 1 unit of R1 under MTO and delivers it to P2

within four time units using transportation mode 2. The service outbound time of P2 is 6, which follows from the

maximum inbound time (5 time units) plus the production processing time (1 time unit). The final delivery takes

two time units and arrives at the customer C1 within the accepted lead time.
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